Foreword

It seems that drummers, more than any other instrumentalist, do the poorest job when it comes to reading music. This is especially true of the dance drummer.

There are several reasons why he has had trouble reading his part. First of all, there are not enough exercises on syncopation available for him to study. Secondly, many drummers have not been taken progressively up to and through syncopation. It was with this in mind that this book was written.

Suggestions on how to practice the following rhythms and exercises.

1. Count aloud. This is a “must” in order to become a good reader.

2. Start with the right stick and alternate.

3. Practice at various tempos from slow to fast.

4. Devote some of your practice time to playing with the metronome.

The help of a good teacher is always advisable.

This book does not contain any short roll studies. For these we recommend “STICK CONTROL” by George L. Stone.
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The accented notes on pages 46 to 60 should also be practiced as rim shots, on the small tom-tom, large tom-tom, cymbals, etc. They may also be used for accented long roll studies by buzzing each note.
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A new book for BONGOS and CONGA DRUM

"Progressive steps to BONGO AND CONGA DRUM Technique"

The book you have been waiting for.

Basic rhythms, (photo illustrations) variations, fill-ins, short solos, etc., for the Bolero, Cha-Cha-Cha, Merengue, Mambo, Guaracha, fast Rhumba, Modern Jazz, etc.

Presenting a NEW BOOK for the PROGRESSIVE DRUMMER

FAMOUS Drum Solos & Fills - BOOK 2

If you found book No. 1, "Drum Solos and Fill-ins," interesting, you will find this book even more challenging, interesting and useful. This book was inspired by one of the greatest drummers in the world. 32 pages of solos and fills. 69 four bar and sixteen bar solos — plus twenty fills.

Price $2.50

Send Check or Money Order to

TED REED
P. O. Box 327 • Clearwater, Fla. 33515

38 pages of rhythms and solo exercises in 4/4, progressively arranged to give you speed, control, endurance and flexibility. You will play the fast tempos without getting tired, play the kick beats easier and do all that is expected of the bass drum far better than you ever thought possible.

Price $2.50
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Every Drummer Can Use These!

A NEW BOOK ON
DRUM SOLOS AND FILL-INS
FOR THE PROGRESSIVE DRUMMER

43 Drum Solos (4-8 and 16 bar solos) 52 Fill-ins. Only book of its kind, ideas of many top drummers captured in this book.

Price $2.50

LATIN RHYTHMS
FOR DRUMS and TIMBALES

Includes
MAMBO
CHA-CHA-CHA
MERENGUE
BOLERO
SAMBA
CONGA
BEGUINE
PASO DOBLE
TANGO
MONTUNO
CALYPSO
JOROPO

Price $2.00

A NEW BOOK ON
"LATIN RHYTHMS"
Basic rhythms, variations, breaks, short solos and fill-ins for Cha-Cha-Cha, Merengue, Mambo, Calypso, Samba, Guaracha, Fast Rhumba, Bolero, etc.

Price $2.00

Ask Your Music Dealer...
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